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SAP Signavio Process Manager

SAP Signavio Process Manager is an intuitive BPM solution for professional process modeling. Entirely web based, you can get started right away and include your colleagues in collaborative design across modeling, analyzing, simulating and optimizing processes. Put your organization on the path to operational excellence, and quantify & accurately predict the ROI of changes.

With SAP Signavio Process Manager, you gain the capabilities to build and monitor the processes that underpin the way your organization works. From finance and HR, to manufacturing and sales, businesses reap the benefits of efficiency and effectiveness that arise from a single coherent process landscape that crosses IT system boundaries.

Use SAP Signavio Process Manager to plan and optimize the way you work. Align your business and technical requirements and make your processes accessible to your whole organization via an intuitive user interface. SAP Signavio Process Manager is a modern solution to the challenge of keeping a complex business running smoothly.

Provides an easy way to make new processes visible and understandable to the organization.

Gottfried Koch
Director at Coca-Cola European Partners
Leverage the wisdom of the crowd

SAP Signavio Process Manager is strictly ‘no experts required’ With just a short training session, anyone can start process modeling straight away. Plus, employees within an organization can quickly and easily share, comment and work on their process models, meaning help is never far away. This collaborative feature also means an end to misunderstood or unclear processes. Organization-wide process transparency will become the norm!

Game-changer

> Optimize processes and implement other changes faster
> More easily manage day-to-day process operations, no matter where they sit across processes, departments and systems
> Continuously monitor and act on individual cases, and zoom out to investigate your organization’s overall process health as well
> Make process and decision modeling possible for all; no previous experience required!

SAP Signavio Process Manager connectivity

With the added value of connecting Signavio Process Intelligence Live Insights, you can build an operational process mining cockpit that blends operational data with process management, turning static process models into dynamic and responsive dashboards that inform, guide, and warn you. Simply decide which processes and which activities within them you want to monitor or understand, place indicators, choose the thresholds, and let SAP Signavio Process Intelligence connect your models to the data.

Game-changer

> Support for multiple modeling languages (BPMN 2.0, EPC, DMN 1.1) helps guarantee consistency
> Standardize your process models with in-built universal modeling conventions
> Cloud-based process management means no costly and heavy on-premise data storage

Streamline business and IT alignment

Signavio is the collaborative capability to implement business transformation. The result: everyone in your organization is up to date and informed, not just about what they’re working on, but the how and why as well.
Process models alone are useful, clearly showing the way a business works. When these models are connected, however, they really shine. SAP Signavio Process Manager lets you integrate your process models with every other part of your business, from customer journeys, to risk management, decision-making, capacity planning, IT implementation, and more. With multiple tools covering every element above, and more, Signavio really is the single platform you need to bring your processes to life.

Transform the way you think about process models, and overcome the constant challenge of process modeling being seen as a project to be completed and forgotten about. Instead of static documentation for filing and occasional use, use SAP Signavio Process Manager to create valuable assets that can be used to plan and manage business operations on a day-to-day basis.

Coca-Cola European Partners brings together a great variety of cultures. The right process management system allows us to turn these differences into a common strength.

Gottfried Koch
Director at Coca-Cola European Partners

Every business is looking for faster and more efficient processes. SAP Signavio Process Manager makes this a reality by using process simulation to support ongoing process optimization while offering multiple scenarios for operational comparisons. Once you have modeled a process, you can use step-by-step process simulation to prepare an animated visualization of the process flow, letting you see exactly how each process will operate based on different factors – and how it can be improved.
Unleash the power of process

Signavio reduces the time taken to deliver value from your intelligent process mining initiatives, RPA at scale imperatives, end-to-end process orientation, collaborative efforts, customer excellence strategies... and more!

Boost your business transformation activities with a free 30-day test drive.

www.signavio.com/try